MATTE FINISHES, BLACKS, BRONZES, AND GRAYS

AVAILABLE COLORS IN THIS SERIES:
These color samples are as close as possible to actual colors offered within the limits of color reproduction. Substrate subject to change.

* Black Ore Matte
* Zinc Gray Matte
* Blackened Steel Matte

Matte Black
Matte Midnight Black
Matte Dark Bronze

Dark Bronze
Medium Bronze
Burnished Slate

Charcoal Gray
Matte Musket Gray
Slate Gray

* Premium Color
MATTE FINISHES, BLACKS, BRONZES, AND GRAYS

- Standard paint warranty.
- You really need to see these colors/finishes up close to appreciate the beauty of the paint.
- Free color chips. Visit www.paintedrustedroofing.com to request these.
- Shipped inexpensively and immediately.
- Route trucks servicing all of the United States, Canada and Mexico.

Performance Qualities
Substrate: Galvalume® AZ50 Minimum or Galvanized G-90
Thickness: 24 Gauge
Finish: Cool-Tech 500-WT (PVDF/Kynar 500®/Hylar 5000®)
Warranty: 25-40 Year Limited Paint Warranty.
Sample warranty available upon request.

Available Panel Profiles

**Metal Roofing Panels**
- 7/8" Corrugated
- PBR Panel
- Western Rib® (7.2 Panel)

**Standing Seam:**
- 1.75" Clip System
- 2" Mechanically Seamed

**Metal Siding/Wall Panels**
- 7/8" Corrugated
- PBR Panel
- T-Groove® Flush Wall/Soffit - 1" Deep
- Western Reveal® Flush Wall/Soffit - 1.5" Deep
- Western Rib® (7.2 Panel)
- Western Wave® Wall Panel - 7/8" Deep

Also Available:
- Flat Sheets
- Coil
- Trim

In this photo:
Matte Black - 7/8" Corrugated